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Society has changed, so are expectations on individuals. If we restrict to the workplace, there are fundamental changes that have led to expectations on individuals beyond specialized knowledge and technical skills, and to expectations on ethical values and moral standards. Changes in society has also prompted us to look beyond young people’s first jobs, and think of what they would encounter in their future life. Beyond the workplace, increasingly people are conscious of the importance of family lives, cultural lives, political lives, religious lives, and other commitments beyond the income-generating categories. There are recent calls to revisit the notion of human resources, and to restore the attention on human beings. Such calls are widespread in the developing and developed countries alike, vis-à-vis newly emerging concerns of the humanity, such as health, climate, natural hazards, social cohesion and war.

All these have pointed to the need to genuinely prepare our young people for an optimistic future, and hence to provide them with the broadest possible learning opportunities. This perhaps explains a general trend in higher education across the globe, where there are continuous and rather forceful efforts to restructure and compress the formal curriculum, to broaden learning beyond specialised training, to introduce common cores across campuses, and to create new learning opportunities beyond the campus, beyond students’ family social environments, and beyond the homeland. Such a move is also underpinned by advancements in the sciences of learning, where genuine learning comes from real life experiences.

The expansion of student learning experiences is met with considerable challenges. First, there is a required paradigm shift to see such learning experience as essential rather than peripheral. Second, there are resource implications and hence anticipates a change in the resource strategies for institutions. Third, most of the learning experiences would require a new framework to look at the structure, content and assessments, and would demand alternative concepts of accountability.
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